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Tamsin Loveday
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Creative Workshops
January to May 2023 

Creative Workshops 
BUTTONHOLE BINDING
Saturday 7th January 2023                £83
Craft this beautiful hard cover journal
to hold your New Year Hopes, Dreams
and Good Intentions.

HAND PRINTED NOTEBOOKS
Saturday 4th February 2023            £69
Combine rubber stamp carving, hand
printing and stitched pamphlet
bindings to create a set of cheerful
notebooks.

scan code to book
your tickets



"Tamsin has the rare ability to
make workshops fun and
relaxed as well as being

informative. At the end of an
enjoyable day, we all proudly

took home 6 adorable
notebooks that we had made.

Highly recommended."
 

"Tamsin is a wonderful teacher
and took us through the whole

process so by the end of the
day we had each created a

unique book to take home as
well as the skills to make more."

Tamsin Loveday is a professional artist
with a special interest in paper,
printmaking and book arts. 
As Barefoot Bindery she makes limited
editions of hand-crafted journals and
sketchbooks, offers creative
bookbinding solutions and a book repair
service. 
Tamsin's mission is to help people
reconnect with their inner creative spark.
She does this through offering high quality
creative workshop experiences and private
bindery experience days. 
Tamsin works with various organisations
to offer creative wellbeing
opportunities. She welcomes enquiries
about talks and workshops for
community groups.

SIX SEWN BINDINGS
Friday 10th March 2023              £69
Make a sweet set of six notebooks
with non-adhesive bindings using
attractive stitching patterns. A
great introduction to bookbinding.

SINGLE NEEDLE COPTIC BINDING
Saturday 22nd April  2023          £75
Make a hard cover journal
celebrating this beautiful and
traditional binding technique that
makes rows of chains accross the
open spine.

Creative Workshops


